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The shapes of lunar soil particles are variable, complex to describe, and closely related to bulk 
physical properties such as shear strength, cohesion, and thermal conductivity. Previously, Heywood 
[ I ]  has determined shape parameters such as circularity and rugosity, Gorz [2] has measured the 
aspect ratio, Mahmood [3] has determined the roundness, Cadenhead [4] has obtained values for 
specific surface area, and Kordesh [5] has measured fourier harmonics. Another aspect of lunar 
particle shape is degree of reentrance. Although the bulk shape of many lunar particles is quite regular 
and equant, the surface is highly irregular with reentrant surfaces at many scales of observation. One 
may quantify the degree of reentrance by measuring the fractal dimension. Fractal dimensions have 
been obtained for 224 particles of lunar soil. Particles came from three size ranges (<20pm, 45- 
75pm, and 90-150pm) of two samples (soil 67941 and 68501). Soil 67941 is an immature soil with a 
maturity index of 29.0; 68501 is mature with an index of 85.0 [6]. 

To obtain a fractal dimension, a particle perimeter is measured many times with many different 
scales of measurement. Decreases in the measurement step length result in an increase in the 
perimeter.[7]. The log-log plot of measurement step size vs perimeter length is called the Richardson 
diagram. The fractal dimension is 1 .O-m where m is the slope of the best fit line of the plot.[8] Large 
slopes correspond to high degrees of reentrance and irregularity. Sometimes the degree of reentrance 
is the same at all scales of measure; one line can be drawn through all data points. Such a particle is 
called self similar (see figure 1). Sometimes two fractal elements reflect the morphology, a shape and 
a texture . 69% of the immature particles are self similar and 42% of the mature particles are self 
similar. Remaining particles have two fractal components, These particles are characterized as 
having small texture slopes (smooth) and large shape slopes (irregular). The immature soil has texture 
slopes which average 46% less than shape slopes, and the mature soil has texture slopes which 
average 33% less on average than shape slopes. 
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Figure 1 SEM photomicrographs of two particles from sample 67941 and their corresponding 
Richardson plots. The top particle is self similar, while the bottom particle has two fractal elements, a 

shape and a texture. 
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Figure 2 Histogram of fractal shape dimensions for soils 67941 and 68501 

The immature soil contains many (67%) primary particles; minerals and lithic fragments formed 
directly by impact fragmentation. Fractal values for these primary particles are lower, less variable, 
and mostly self similar. The mature soil contains more (53%) secondary particles; microbreccias, 
secondary glasses, and agglutinates formed by secondary melting and reworking. The fractal dimension 
of secondary particles tend to be larger, more variable, and often have two components. 87% of the 
particles with fractal dimensions 1.1 0 or greater are secondary particles, yet some secondary 
particles have dimensions as low as 1.05. The shape histogram above (see figure 2) reflects these 
trends. Shape dimensions for the mature soil tends to be larger and more variable. 

Fractal grain shape data tends to vary as a function of particle size. (see table 1) Immature soils 
in the 45-75pm range contain many primary, self similar particles. Fractal values of 1.04 and 1.05 
are the most common modes and distribution drops off quickly at higher values. Mature particles 
contain both primary and secondary particles, fractal values are greater and more variable. Mature 
particles show both self similar and two element characteristics. The 90-150pm particles show the 

67941 <20pm fractal dimension 
67941 c 2 0 p  shape dimension 
67941 <20pm texture dimension 
'% self similar particles 
67941 45-75pm fractal dimension 
67941 45-75pm shape dimension 
67941 45-75pm texture dimension 
Y' self similar particles 
67941 90-1 50pm fractal dimension 
67941 9 0 - 1 5 0 ~  shape dimension 
67941 90-150pm texture dimension 
% self similar particles 

Table 1 Median values for fractal parameters. 
same trends as the 45-75pm fraction, but in a more pronounced way. lmmature particles have very 
narrow range of fractal values with 1.04 and 1.05 by far the most common values. Fractal values for 
mature particles are highly variable. The data from the smallest grain sizes is the hardest to 
interpret. Few of the smallest particles are self similar, most have irregular shape profiles and much 
smoother textures. The shapes of the smallest particles do not seem to reflect the shape distributions 
of the sample as a whole. 

Highly reentrant particles are likely to mechanically lock together, resulting in increased 
cohesion. Fractal shape analysis quantifies the degree of reentrance and irregularity and may help 
predict values for physical parameters such as cohesion. Any simulant used for geotechnical research 
should have fractal values consistent with the material it is simulating. 
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